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The Jazz Age

________ 1. Creating new rhythms and melodies during a performance is called improvisation.

________ 2. Charles Lindbergh made history in 1927 by becoming the first man to fly an 
airplane around the world.

________ 3. Langston Hughes was one of the first African American jazz musicians.

________ 4. The “noble experiment” referred to a ban on the manufacture, sale, and 
transportation of liquor throughout the United States.

________ 5. The quota system is a scientific theory that humans evolved over vast periods 
of time.

DIRECTIONS: True/False Indicate whether the statement is true or false.

DIRECTIONS: Multiple Choice Indicate the answer choice that best answers the question.

________ 6. Which amendment to the Constitution guaranteed women in all states the right 
to vote?

A. Fifth Amendment

B. Eighteenth Amendment

C. Nineteenth Amendment

D. Twenty-First Amendment

________ 7. What was the nickname for the new “liberated” woman of the 1920s?

A. bootlegger  C. flapper

B. flower girl  D. speakeasy

________ 8. What was the name of the law that set up the quota system for limiting 
immigration to the United States?

A. Emergency Quota Act  C. Nativist Quota Act

B. Immigrant Control Act  D. Prohibition Act

________ 9. The blossoming of culture that spread from Harlem is often called the

A. African American Resurgence. C. Jazz Decade.

B. Harlem Renaissance.  D. New York Revival.

_______ 10. Who was the prosecutor for the Scopes trial?

A. William Jennings Bryan  C. Herbert Hoover

B. Al Smith  D. Clarence Darrow
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